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Since the dawn of his existence, this creature, this fierce and violent beast has been obsessed
with conflict. Like an incurable disease - an addictive drug, war has terrified, teased and taunted,
repelled, and fascinated. The power of conquest, the lure and craving for wealth have fashioned
the ultimate Beast of War - Man. In his own words throughout the centuries, Man speaks to us of
War - its art, its poetic strategy, its allure and its tragedy. Come with us now and listen to the
words of our own kind as they teach us how to be warriors. The Warrior's Handbook - A Volume
Containing: Warrior's Heart Revealed, The Art of War, The Sayings of Wutzu, Tao Te Ching, The
Book of Five Rings, Behold, The Second Horseman: Quotes on War -
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and grandmasters. Edition of “The Art of War”, “The Sayings of Wutzu”, and “The Book of Five
Rings” are in Public Domain. Dedications"War is an ugly thing, but not the ugliest of things. The
decayed and degraded state of moral and patriotic feeling which thinks that nothing is worth war
is much worse." - John Stuart Mill This book is dedicated to Melanie Chesnut and to all those
who would test themselves in the fires of war. There is war in our streets, at our borders, and
across our lands. There is war across the seas and in the deserts of the world. We salute you
who would dare to make a difference by risking your lives to protect us – the ones you love. Let
us not forget the greatest war of all – that which rages within the human soul. To conquer there is
to conquer the world. On August 1st, 2010, Melanie Chesnut was sworn in as a Marine. Her love
of her family, her country, her martial art, her fellow students, and her instructor enriched our
lives. We are proud of her lion’s heart, but saddened by her absence.We await her return to our
family. This book was conceived as a gift to her, in the hope that the centuries of wisdom found
within these pages would be her shield and strength, no less effective than our arms around her
and our prayer for her safety. “Choosing a path, others lostRegret for what will be missedJoy in
the journey.” Joseph LumpkinShinsei Hapkido Dear Melanie, I’ve had the pleasure of watching
you grow from a girl, to a young lady and into a warrior; but your journey is not over; and as we
said when you first got your black belt, “Welcome to the Starting Line”. Your now back at the
“Starting Line”, at a commencement within your life, the end of one era and the beginning of
another. When starting any new leg of life, it is important to clearly define your goals (as I am
sure you have); but also, continue to evaluate them over time to ensure life’s path has not
changed without you. I struggle wanting to share everything I have come to learn within my
Journey; however, wisdom is not knowledge that I can pass along, but the action for which you
live, e.g. I have the knowledge to loose weight; but struggle with the wisdom to bring this



knowledge into action. With this understanding, keep in mind sometimes the action you must
take is patience and waiting or the action of inaction. Many individuals at your age seek to live
the “American Dream”, but I caution against this. Its a never ending path of chasing material
possession in an attempt to find happiness. Instead of the “American Dream”, seek to live “Your
Dreams”. Happiness is only found in the here and the now. Keep in mind life is a mystery that
does not require to be “figured out”. Just live, stay light-hearted and always keep a sense of
humor about yourself. You can find strength through humor. As you learn, live and love remember
change is inevitable; and paradoxically it is the only constant. This is best stated in the phrase,
“And this too shall pass”. While this phrase will bring you comfort during times of need; it also
serves as a reminder to live in the here and the now, to savor every moment. Life is composed
of a series of moments; past and future does not exist. They are only abstract concepts of the
present. Therefore do not seek to live to “Carpe Diem”, “Seize the Day”; but to “Carpe Temporis
Punctum”, which is to “Seize the Moment”. May God Bless You.Your Friend in Life and the
Arts,Rick Go with God speed, serve with pride, and come home safely. - Daryl
Ray Covington Melanie, It is my honor to know you, to train and spend time with you. I pray that
all of your life you will be blessed as you have blessed me. I cannot accurately express just how
much you mean to me and how you've changed my life but I want you to know that you are a
light in the darkness wherever you go. You are my inspiration, my best friend, and more than
that...my sister. I love you girl. Love, Elisabethe Dorning Few things in life truly matter
and even fewer people, not because people don't matter but because they choose not
to. People and events fly in and out of our lives so fast it's often like trying to catch the wind. But
for those people who do matter, those who do make a difference in our lives, whether in be in
word, in deed, in song, or in friendship, those are the people we should always take time to
thank God for, because he's allowed them as a blessing in our lives. Melanie, never slow down
or let the world around you hold you back, but always make time to be still. The time I've known
you I’ve been blessed to see glimpses into your life and its been those small joys we often don't
take time to experience. Keep the faith, Run the good race and know your Shensei Family will
never be too far away to find you. There is no place you will go that God will not be there. Keep
God first, stay constant in prayer and meditation, and never forget who you are because that’s
the Melanie that has impacted my life and been a blessing in it. Josh Buckelew The Seasons
of the WarriorBy Ed ByersFor Melanie Chestnut In Spring, the Warrior trains. It is time to learn
new techniques that encourage additional personal growth. The Warrior’s physical movement is
made to fit the technique. The Warrior approaches the new concept with an open mind. Training
becomes an exploration of new ideas. And Spring becomes Summer. In Summer, the Warrior
trains. It is time to fit the new technique into the Warrior’s mindset and physical skill level. The
Warrior adapts the new technique by changing it to become comfortable physical movement.
The Warrior’s existing skills are enhanced. Training becomes the blending of new concepts and
old movements into a new reality. And Summer becomes Fall. In Fall, the Warrior trains. It is
time to experiment with the new technique. The Warrior teaches students and peers the new



technique. The Warrior observes how others adapt the movement to fit themselves. Training
becomes a refinement through exposure to others. Concepts are reborn and techniques age
properly. And Fall becomes Winter. In Winter, the Warrior trains. It is time to master the
technique by removing unnecessary movement and ideas. Homage is paid to ancient Warrior
Priests by tempering the technique with justice, honor, and respect. Wisdom is gained through
patience and labor. The Warrior begins to see the smallest hint of the technique’s potential. And
Winter becomes Spring.And the Warrior trains…… "For evil to flourish, all that is needed is for
good men to do nothing." Edmund Burke Martial artists typically fall into two categories, those
who view their training as a hobby or exercise program and the much smaller group who
consider it an integral aspect of a way of life. This small percentage has chosen to train their
mind and body from the Warrior's perspective. Trophies and rank are of little concern to them
while enhanced awareness, improved mental and physical fitness and the ability to protect
themselves and their loved ones is of paramount importance. As a martial artist who has
decided to follow the Warrior's path, we come to view the world differently from those around
us. Situational awareness is heightened as is our acceptance of personal responsibility. We
come to realize that our desire and willingness to better ourselves and our environment is our
greatest resource. Regardless of opportunities or obstacles, a Warrior knows that success or
failure hinges on our own merit and we take responsibility for failures and learn from them for
future conflict. Realistic training entails pain and hardship. A Warrior accepts this and
understands that nothing of value is gained without sincere effort. Whatever rank a Warrior
carries has been earned, never given. It can be a lonely journey. Few will understand our
viewpoint and many will openly ridicule it. The Warrior is sometimes ostracized and even feared
for their willingness to stand apart and alone. Understand that the Warrior is only truly
appreciated when the timid cry out for protection. In a world largely populated by sheep, the
sheep dog are all too often only welcome when the wolves attack. While not all Warriors chose
to serve in the military or as Law Enforcement Officers, those that do deserve a special
appreciation. By placing themselves in harm's way each day, they are the most obvious and
praiseworthy of Warriors. As an instructor, I often find myself pushing them especially hard
because I know that what they take from the Dojo could one day mean the difference between
life and death for them, their comrades or the populace they protect. It is a duty I do not take
lightly and I believe that I honor their commitment by expecting more from them. Originally, the
word samurai meant servant or one who serves. I like to think of the modern Warrior as serving
country, community, clan and self. Whether in business, social interaction or charging into
danger, we see and appreciate the Big Picture and thereby consider more than just personal
gain or safety. Along with tempering the body and spirit, expand your view and knowledge of the
world, both around you and beyond your borders. Commit to study history, anatomy, psychology
and the strategy and tactics of the Warriors who proceeded you. Learn from both great victories
and tragic defeats. Finally, know your strengths and weaknesses. The oak and willow both have
their place in the world. Rather than bemoan a lack of physical strength, make use of flexibility or



stamina. Take an honest assessment of what you bring to the battle and choose your weapons
wisely. Mark BarlowAkayama Ryu JujutsuBon Secour, ALSeptember 2010 Melanie,I had the
pleasure of meeting you at the Akayama-Ryu winter camp. At that time I shared with you how
your teachers were so proud of you when you made black belt. I just heard you are joining the
Marines and want to wish you the best of luck. All of us patriots are proud of you. Thank you for
serving our country. Semper fiDavid DunnSpringfield Missouri Shinsei Hapkido   Melanie,

This book is dedicated to Melanie Chesnut and to all those who would test themselves in the
fires of war. There is war in our streets, at our borders, and across our lands. There is war across
the seas and in the deserts of the world. We salute you who would dare to make a difference by
risking your lives to protect us – the ones you love. Let us not forget the greatest war of all – that
which rages within the human soul. To conquer there is to conquer the world. On August 1st,
2010, Melanie Chesnut was sworn in as a Marine. Her love of her family, her country, her martial
art, her fellow students, and her instructor enriched our lives. We are proud of her lion’s heart,
but saddened by her absence.We await her return to our family. This book was conceived as a
gift to her, in the hope that the centuries of wisdom found within these pages would be her shield
and strength, no less effective than our arms around her and our prayer for her safety. “Choosing
a path, others lostRegret for what will be missedJoy in the journey.” Joseph LumpkinShinsei
Hapkido Dear Melanie, I’ve had the pleasure of watching you grow from a girl, to a young lady
and into a warrior; but your journey is not over; and as we said when you first got your black belt,
“Welcome to the Starting Line”. Your now back at the “Starting Line”, at a commencement within
your life, the end of one era and the beginning of another. When starting any new leg of life, it is
important to clearly define your goals (as I am sure you have); but also, continue to evaluate
them over time to ensure life’s path has not changed without you. I struggle wanting to share
everything I have come to learn within my Journey; however, wisdom is not knowledge that I can
pass along, but the action for which you live, e.g. I have the knowledge to loose weight; but
struggle with the wisdom to bring this knowledge into action. With this understanding, keep in
mind sometimes the action you must take is patience and waiting or the action of inaction.
Many individuals at your age seek to live the “American Dream”, but I caution against this. Its a
never ending path of chasing material possession in an attempt to find happiness. Instead of the
“American Dream”, seek to live “Your Dreams”. Happiness is only found in the here and the
now. Keep in mind life is a mystery that does not require to be “figured out”. Just live, stay light-
hearted and always keep a sense of humor about yourself. You can find strength through
humor. As you learn, live and love remember change is inevitable; and paradoxically it is the only
constant. This is best stated in the phrase, “And this too shall pass”. While this phrase will bring
you comfort during times of need; it also serves as a reminder to live in the here and the now, to
savor every moment. Life is composed of a series of moments; past and future does not exist.
They are only abstract concepts of the present. Therefore do not seek to live to “Carpe
Diem”, “Seize the Day”; but to “Carpe Temporis Punctum”, which is to “Seize the Moment”. May



God Bless You.Your Friend in Life and the Arts,Rick Go with God speed, serve with pride, and
come home safely. - Daryl Ray Covington Melanie, It is my honor to know you,
to train and spend time with you. I pray that all of your life you will be blessed as you have
blessed me. I cannot accurately express just how much you mean to me and how you've
changed my life but I want you to know that you are a light in the darkness wherever you go. You
are my inspiration, my best friend, and more than that...my sister. I love you
girl. Love, Elisabethe Dorning Few things in life truly matter and even fewer people,
not because people don't matter but because they choose not to. People and events fly in and
out of our lives so fast it's often like trying to catch the wind. But for those people who do matter,
those who do make a difference in our lives, whether in be in word, in deed, in song, or in
friendship, those are the people we should always take time to thank God for, because he's
allowed them as a blessing in our lives. Melanie, never slow down or let the world around you
hold you back, but always make time to be still. The time I've known you I’ve been blessed to see
glimpses into your life and its been those small joys we often don't take time to experience. Keep
the faith, Run the good race and know your Shensei Family will never be too far away to find you.
There is no place you will go that God will not be there. Keep God first, stay constant in prayer
and meditation, and never forget who you are because that’s the Melanie that has impacted my
life and been a blessing in it. Josh Buckelew The Seasons of the WarriorBy Ed ByersFor
Melanie Chestnut In Spring, the Warrior trains. It is time to learn new techniques that encourage
additional personal growth. The Warrior’s physical movement is made to fit the technique. The
Warrior approaches the new concept with an open mind. Training becomes an exploration of
new ideas. And Spring becomes Summer. In Summer, the Warrior trains. It is time to fit the new
technique into the Warrior’s mindset and physical skill level. The Warrior adapts the new
technique by changing it to become comfortable physical movement. The Warrior’s existing
skills are enhanced. Training becomes the blending of new concepts and old movements into a
new reality. And Summer becomes Fall. In Fall, the Warrior trains. It is time to experiment with
the new technique. The Warrior teaches students and peers the new technique. The Warrior
observes how others adapt the movement to fit themselves. Training becomes a refinement
through exposure to others. Concepts are reborn and techniques age properly. And Fall
becomes Winter. In Winter, the Warrior trains. It is time to master the technique by removing
unnecessary movement and ideas. Homage is paid to ancient Warrior Priests by tempering the
technique with justice, honor, and respect. Wisdom is gained through patience and labor. The
Warrior begins to see the smallest hint of the technique’s potential. And Winter becomes
Spring.And the Warrior trains…… "For evil to flourish, all that is needed is for good men to do
nothing." Edmund Burke Martial artists typically fall into two categories, those who view their
training as a hobby or exercise program and the much smaller group who consider it an integral
aspect of a way of life. This small percentage has chosen to train their mind and body from the
Warrior's perspective. Trophies and rank are of little concern to them while enhanced awareness,
improved mental and physical fitness and the ability to protect themselves and their loved ones



is of paramount importance. As a martial artist who has decided to follow the Warrior's path,
we come to view the world differently from those around us. Situational awareness is heightened
as is our acceptance of personal responsibility. We come to realize that our desire and
willingness to better ourselves and our environment is our greatest resource. Regardless of
opportunities or obstacles, a Warrior knows that success or failure hinges on our own merit and
we take responsibility for failures and learn from them for future conflict. Realistic training entails
pain and hardship. A Warrior accepts this and understands that nothing of value is gained
without sincere effort. Whatever rank a Warrior carries has been earned, never given. It can be a
lonely journey. Few will understand our viewpoint and many will openly ridicule it. The Warrior is
sometimes ostracized and even feared for their willingness to stand apart and
alone. Understand that the Warrior is only truly appreciated when the timid cry out for
protection. In a world largely populated by sheep, the sheep dog are all too often only welcome
when the wolves attack. While not all Warriors chose to serve in the military or as Law
Enforcement Officers, those that do deserve a special appreciation. By placing themselves in
harm's way each day, they are the most obvious and praiseworthy of Warriors. As an instructor, I
often find myself pushing them especially hard because I know that what they take from the Dojo
could one day mean the difference between life and death for them, their comrades or the
populace they protect. It is a duty I do not take lightly and I believe that I honor their commitment
by expecting more from them. Originally, the word samurai meant servant or one who serves. I
like to think of the modern Warrior as serving country, community, clan and self. Whether in
business, social interaction or charging into danger, we see and appreciate the Big Picture and
thereby consider more than just personal gain or safety. Along with tempering the body and
spirit, expand your view and knowledge of the world, both around you and beyond your
borders. Commit to study history, anatomy, psychology and the strategy and tactics of the
Warriors who proceeded you. Learn from both great victories and tragic defeats. Finally, know
your strengths and weaknesses. The oak and willow both have their place in the world. Rather
than bemoan a lack of physical strength, make use of flexibility or stamina. Take an honest
assessment of what you bring to the battle and choose your weapons wisely. Mark
BarlowAkayama Ryu JujutsuBon Secour, ALSeptember 2010 Melanie,I had the pleasure of
meeting you at the Akayama-Ryu winter camp. At that time I shared with you how your teachers
were so proud of you when you made black belt. I just heard you are joining the Marines and
want to wish you the best of luck. All of us patriots are proud of you. Thank you for serving our
country. Semper fiDavid DunnSpringfield Missouri Shinsei Hapkido Melanie,Your time, like all
others, is not guaranteed on this earth, and it is limited, so don't waist it living someone else's life
or dreams. Don't be converted or ensnared into living the results of someone else's viewpoint, or
for that matter the world's viewpoint. Don't be drowned by the clatter of someone else's opinion
or the world's opinion. Doing so will extinguish that inner witnessing voice. Be courageous
enough to follow your heart and dreams wherever they may take you. Remember, courage often
doesn't roar. it's the quite inner witnessing voice at the end of the day saying "I will try again



tomorrow." So, live life each and every day as though it the last one because your time isn't
guaranteed on this earth and it is limited!!Blessings,Eddie Graydon The Great Answers There
are questions that we ask,As we learn and grow;But they are small and weak,And do not shake
the ground,Upon which, sure-footedWe erect our banners of truth. There are other
questions,That give no safety in the asking. Their answers lie,As always…At the frontiers of our
lives;Be they in personal endurance or meditationOr in science, or in faithOr yet again in artOr in
the horrors of our wars. The answers carry all before them;And we either shrink away,To some
dim-lit corner,And pretend we never saw; Or we too are swept away,To new realities;And more
noble truths. Where few have been,And fewer still would choose to go;This is where the Great
Answers lie. And if you look,They lie there,Waiting at your feet. Chris Dewey 08/09 Wishing you
all the best on you journey, I have been traveling 33 years and in my brief time on earth I can truly
say that I have never seen the righteous forsaken or his children begging for bread. I aspire to
be more inspirational but I'll leave you with a Psalm. Yours in the Way, David Lyons Psalm 33:
13-22 (KJV) 13 The LORD looketh from heaven; he beholdeth all the sons of men. 14 From the
place of his habitation he looketh upon all the inhabitants of the earth. 15 He fashioneth their
hearts alike; he considereth all their works. 16 There is no king saved by the multitude of an host:
a mighty man is not delivered by much strength. 17 An horse is a vain thing for safety: neither
shall he deliver any by his great strength. 18 Behold, the eye of the LORD is upon them that fear
him, upon them that hope in his mercy; 19 To deliver their soul from death, and to keep them
alive in famine. 20 Our soul waiteth for the LORD: he is our help and our shield. 21 For our heart
shall rejoice in him, because we have trusted in his holy name. 22 Let thy mercy, O LORD, be
upon us, according as we hope in thee. All the best - David Lyons To Every Thing There is a
SeasonEcclesiastes 3 To everything there is a season,and a time to every purpose under the
heaven: A time to be born, and a time to die;a time to plant, and a time to pluck up that which is
planted; A time to kill, and a time to heal;a time to break down, and a time to build up; A time to
weep, and a time to laugh;a time to mourn, and a time to dance; A time to cast away stones,and
a time to gather stones together;a time to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing; A time
to get, and a time to lose;a time to keep, and a time to cast away; A time to rend, and a time to
sew;a time to keep silence, and a time to speak; A time to love, and a time to hate;a time of war,
and a time of peace. 
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smw, “Very complete and accurate explanations and instructions for real fighting. Writer is very
knowledgeable. Very complete and accurate explanations and instructions for real fighting”

The book by Joseph Lumpkin has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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